
AIRCARE 
FOR ALL AREAS.

An overview of Scent Diffuser 
Range for specific spaces. 

Scent Diffuser



AREAS | SECTOR

We have made it easy for users to select products 
that are right for their area or business sector. We 
also recommend the types of fragrances required in 
some of these venues. 

Choose our suited products for these types of areas;

Bedrooms | Hotel lobby, Hotel Suites 
Food Areas | Food Service
Gym & Fitness Suites 
Meeting Rooms | Conference Suites
Restrooms
Reception & Lounge Areas
Car Dealerships
Medical offices
Assisted Living Centres
Anywhere where  you want to improve environment



FOYERS | LOBBIES | RECEPTIONS (FOR HOSPITALITY AREAS)

The most defining aspect of a guests’ experience,
whether it’s a hotel lobby or office reception area,
is how the guest feels during their stay and what
they remember about their visit. Through scent,
these areas now have the power to influence
experiences from the moment a guest steps into
the lobby.



OFFICE | CONFERENCE SPACE | MEETING | WORK SPACE

Particular fragrances have properties that have
been proven to energize individuals and improve
performance – think lavender & citrus based
fragrances. Office spaces should smell uplifting
and energizing, promoting motivation. Not only will
the mood of workers be enhanced, but staff will
achieve a new level of relaxation and satisfaction.



FITNESS CENTER | GYM | LEISURE | SPA 

Fragrances for fitness areas and leisure facilities
should be uplifting and also relaxing for the mind.
They shouldn’t be too powerful or intense, just a
right, subtle blend to help stir the senses.



BATHROOM | RESTROOM | WASHROOM

Scents for restroom areas should provide the
impression of ‘clean’. This perception is
imperative for all shared bathrooms, whether in
offices, hospitals or medical buildings. Through
the power of scent, the bathroom experience can
be pleasant and reassuring leaving the user
feeling both clean, fresh and happy.



RECEPTION & LOUNGE AREAS
(7,000 – 76,000 CUBIC FEET)



GYMS & FITNESS SUITES 
(1,000 – 36,000 CUBIC FEET)

EVOKE WALL DISPENSER #457001
EVOKE FLOOR DISPENSER #457021



Gyms & Fitness Suites (1,000 - 36,000 cubic feet)

EVOKE DISPENSER - WALL #457001 (POWERED)
This wall powered scent diffuser creates a fragrant atmosphere for small areas. 
The diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create a fine mist of 
fragrance which is then diffused into the environment.

EVOKE DISPENSER – FLOOR 
(SILVER – POWERED)

The small floor ‘powered’ scent diffuser is a smart looking 
fragrance solution, which creates a fragrant atmosphere 
for small areas. The diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer 
technology to create a fine mist of fragrance which is 
then diffused into the environment.



BEDROOMS | HOTEL SUITES
(1,000 – 12,000 CUBIC FEET)

EVOKE DISPENSER DESK #457011



Bedrooms & Hotel Suites (1,000 - 12,000 cubic feet)

EVOKE DISPENSER DESK #457011 
DESK MOUNTED - POWERED

The XS desk mounted ‘powered’ scent diffuser is a smart 
looking fragrance solution, which creates a fragrant 
atmosphere for small areas. The diffuser utilizes advanced 
atomizer technology to create a fine mist of fragrance which 
is then diffused into the environment.



FOOD AREAS | FOOD SERVICE
(4,000 – 36,000 CUBIC FEET)

EVOKE DISPENSER – WALL #457001 
POWERED



Food Area | Food Service (4,000 - 36,000 cubic feet)

EVOKE DISPENSER - WALL #457001 (POWERED)

The wall powered scent diffuser creates a fragrant atmosphere for small areas. The 
diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create a fine mist of fragrance 
which is then diffused into the environment.



MEETING ROOMS | 
CONFERENCE SUITES
(1,000 – 36,000 CUBIC FEET)

EVOKE DISPENSER WALL 
#457001 POWERED

EVOKE DISPENSER FLOOR 
#457021



Meeting Rooms & Conference Suites (1,000 - 36,000 cubic feet)

.

EVOKE DISPENSER - WALL #457001 (POWERED)
The EVOKE wall powered scent diffuser creates a fragrant atmosphere for small 
areas. The EVOKE diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create a fine 
mist of fragrance which is then diffused into the environment.

.
EVOKE DISPENSER – FLOOR 
(SILVER – POWERED)

The EVOKE small floor ‘powered’ scent diffuser is a 
smart looking fragrance solution, which creates a fragrant 
atmosphere for small areas. The diffuser utilizes 
advanced atomizer technology to create a fine mist of 
fragrance which is then diffused into the environment.



SCENT EVOKES MEMORIES & 
LASTING IMPRESSIONS

The true magic and effect of scent is only just being discovered. In addition to scenting 
an environment as a solution to mask unpleasant smells and odors, nowadays it is 
common to view fragrance as an ‘immersive user experience’ in a location.

Organizations are realizing the powerful ability of our sense of smell, and using the magic of 
scent to deeply connect with our emotions. Smell can evoke memories and create lasting 
impressions, which stimulates emotional responses and triggers certain behaviors.

.

The magic of scent made simple. 





The magic of scent made simple. 

EVOKE DISPENSER - DESK #457011
MOUNTED POWERED

The EVOKE #457011 desk mounted ‘powered’ scent diffuser is a smart looking fragrance 
solution, which creates a fragrant atmosphere for small areas. EVOKE #457011 diffuser 
utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create a fine mist of fragrance which is then 
diffused into the environment.

Coverage area: Up to 7,060 cubic feet (up to 200 cubic meters). 

Areas that can benefit: Large Guest Rooms, Staff Offices, Small 
Receptions, Small Lounge Areas. 





The magic of scent made simple. 

EVOKE DISPENSER - WALL #457001 (POWERED)

The EVOKE wall ‘powered’ scent diffuser creates a fragrant atmosphere for small to 
medium areas. The Evoke diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create 
a fine mist of fragrance which is then diffused into the environment.

Coverage area: Up to 10,590 cubic feet (up to 300 cubic meters). 

Areas that can benefit: Large Restrooms with power applications available, 
Corridors or Walkways, Small Gym Suites, Food Service Areas. 





The magic of scent made simple. 

Evoke Dispenser - Floor  #457021 POWERED

The Evoke large floor ‘powered’ scent diffuser creates a fragrant atmosphere for large areas. The 
Evoke diffuser utilizes advanced atomizer technology to create a fine mist of fragrance which is then 
diffused into the environment.

Coverage area: Up to 70,600 cubic feet (up to 2,000 cubic meters). 

Areas that can benefit: Large Guest Suites, Staff Offices, Receptions, 
Lounge Areas, Gym Suites, Retail, Meeting Rooms. 





AIRADICATE™ MALODOR COUNTERACTANT AND 
ODOR NEUTRALIZER

Evoke fragrance blends contain Airadicate™ malodor counteractant and odor 
neutralizer, a proprietary ingredient to help stop bad odors in their tracks, allowing our 

fragrances to be more vibrant and noticeable than they already were. 

Airadicate™ is the only complete and effective malodor management technology with a 
that will change the way brands manage malodors.

It’s a hidden, subtle gem in our oils that allows the magic of scent to be made simple, yet 
very effective.  



WHAT IS MALODOR?

The vast majority of malodors are comprised of water-soluble molecules that are very 
volatile, are  detected at extremely low concentrations, and have aromas that 
humans find offensively unpleasant. Since these odors are both distinctive and 
unpleasant trace amounts can be readily detected by our sense of smell. 

We work to create formulations targeted for a large number of scent applications 
where malodor control is vital to the success of the product. 

Molecular complex formation renders the malodor molecule ‘non-volatile’. Rendered 
non-volatile, the malodor molecule cannot escape into the atmosphere and reach the 
nose. Thus, the perception that the malodor is eliminated. 



PIONEERING & PROVEN 

The Airadicate™ ingredient in our EVOKE fragrance formulations has been 
scientifically created to capture malodor molecules and prevent them from reaching 
the nose, without interfering with the base’s functional components. This leads to a 
cleaner fragrance blend, more noticeable to the nose than formulations without it.

With 90+% efficacy, Airadicate™ is more effective at malodor reduction than the 
antimicrobial materials that are used in many products. In fact, Airadicate™ 
outperforms all other malodor technologies on the market today.

Test results prove it. Airadicate™ and our EVOKE fragrance oils can offer a unique 
opportunity to boost your brand’s value and perception through the power of scent, 
with market-leading performance claims and market leading fragrance blends.



Evoke Blackberry Garden #257011

• The jubilant scent of ripe wild blackberries, peach 
sangria and tangy rhubarb garnished with fresh 
pineapple and a sprig of sage. Fragrance notes: 

• Blackberry Apricot Clean Musk
• Areas recommended for: 
• - Bathroom | Restroom | Washroom - Foyers | 

Lobbies | Receptions (for hospitality areas) Fitness 
Center | Gym | Leisure | Spa



Evoke Mountain Woods #257001
• DARK WOODS Inspired by a walk through a mystical 

forest, embrace your senses with this elegant scent 
of wild berries, graceful apricot nectar, woodland 
violets and soft cedarwood. Fragrance notes: 

• Wild Berries Violet Blossoms Cedarwood Top | Wild 
Berries, Mandarin Orange. Middle |Violet 
Blossoms, Apricot Nectar, Honeysuckle. Base 
|Musk, Vanilla Bean, Cedar. Areas recommended 
for: 

• - Bathroom | Restroom | Washroom - Fitness 
Center | Gym | Leisure | Spa - Foyers | Lobbies | 
Receptions (for hospitality areas) Healthcare | 
Institutional - Office | Work Space - Retail Spaces



Evoke Vanilla Musk #257021

Indulge in a sweet, sumptuous blend of tropical 
sugar cane and blue raspberry nectar intertwined 
with pink jasmine, juicy plums and a cotton candy 
musk. Fragrance notes: 
Pink Icing Jasmine Top | Pink Sugar Icing. Middle 
|Jasmine, Sugarcane, Praline. Base |Vanilla Musk, 
Sandalwood,PINK VANILLA.Vanilla Musk
Areas recommended for: 
- Bathroom | Restroom | Washroom - Fitness 
Center | Gym | Leisure | Spa - Foyers | Lobbies | 
Receptions (for hospitality areas) Healthcare | 
Institutional - Office | Work Space - Retail Spaces



Urinal Screen Fresh Shield Max 
Kiwi Grapefruit #389401 & Linen #389411

Urinal screens are a 60 day fragrance 
solution for most urinal shapes and 
sizes. It is an effective solution 
reducing bad smells for up to 60 days 
with a deep bubble and bristle design 
that prevent splash back and drain 
blockages.
• Triple action screen. The world’s 
first triple action screen, offering both 
dual fragrance and enzyme 
protection. The active central core is 
not only designed to reduce bacteria, 
but also provides a secondary  
fragrance in the screen.
• VOC exempt
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